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Abstract
Myanmar’s liberalizing reforms since late 2010 have effectively shed the country’s decades-long “pariah state” status. This article evaluates competing explanations for why Myanmar’s leaders made the strategic decision to pursue reform and opening. We examine whether the strategic decision was motivated by fears of sudden regime change, by socialization into the norms of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), or by the geopolitics of overreliance on China. Drawing on newly available materials and recent field interviews in Myanmar, we demonstrate how difficult it is for international actors to persuade a pariah state through sanctions or engagement, given the pariah regime’s intense focus on maintaining power. However, reliance on a more powerful neighbour can reach a point where costs to national autonomy become unacceptable, motivating reforms for the sake of economic and diplomatic diversification.
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For over two decades, Myanmar suffered the reputation of an international pariah. After the 1988 coup that inaugurated 22 years of military rule under the State Law and Order Restoration Council / State Peace and Development Council (SLORC/SPDC), Myanmar incurred international condemnation and sanctions for human rights violations, including annulling the National League for Democracy’s (NLD) electoral victory in 1990; detaining opposition leaders, including NLD General Secretary Aung San Suu Kyi; killing civilians during military campaigns against armed ethnic minority groups; violently suppressing civil protests in the 2007 “Saffron Revolution”; and muzzling free speech and the press. The junta appeared unmoved by sanctions and international exhortations to pursue reform and opening. Its apparent steps toward ending military rule under the 2003 “Roadmap to Discipline-Flourishing Democracy” were often marred by process irregularities, lack of inclusiveness and transparency, and restrictions on and sometimes violent repression of opposition parties. Though the SPDC held landmark elections for a civilian government in November 2010, supporters of democracy were not encouraged when the pro-military Union Solidarity and Development Party (USDP) swept the polls and elevated Prime Minister Gen. Thein Sein to the presidency.

Many were surprised, however, when Thein Sein initiated extensive reforms in 2011: releasing political prisoners, loosening media and civil society restrictions, and allowing Aung San Suu Kyi and other opposition members to run for parliament. Myanmar’s pariah status quickly abated as a parade of foreign leaders visited the country and eased sanctions. In November 2015, Myanmar’s first general election under nominally civilian rule saw the NLD defeat the USDP in a landslide, marking a new era in Myanmar’s politics.

The manner in which Myanmar pursued transformative reforms raises important questions. Why did the SPDC pursue reform and opening when it did? What motivated the strategic decision to pursue transformative policies? Several scholars have argued that domestic factors drove Myanmar’s reforms. Jones maintains that the junta’s co-optation of ethnic militias allowed it to resume a democratization process it had begun and aborted in 1990 and again in 1996. Bünte, along with Croissant and Kamerling, emphasizes the aging SPDC leaders’ desire to manage succession politics through

1 The SLORC renamed itself the SPDC in 1997 but remained substantively unchanged.
3 The NLD won 255 seats in the 440-seat House of Representatives (Pyithu Hluttaw) and 135 seats in the 224-seat House of Nationalities (Amyotha Hluttaw). The USDP retained 30 seats in the House of Representatives and 11 seats in the House of Nationalities.
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in institutionalization. Roger Lee Huang argues that the junta sought to retain political control but did not foresee the extent of reforms under Thein Sein, an assessment shared by MacDonald.

Other scholarship emphasizes international factors as primary catalysts for reform. One argument is that Myanmar’s leaders implemented domestic reforms to pursue rapprochement with the European Union, the United States, and other sanctions-imposing countries, and to counterbalance China’s growing political and economic influence. Another possible factor behind Myanmar’s transition is the socializing role of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and more generally, Myanmar’s desire for international prestige. While more than one of these factors may have motivated Myanmar’s reforms, an “all of the above” answer leaves the country’s political transformation over-determined and under-examined.

This article weighs the theoretical logic and empirical evidence for three competing explanations for Myanmar’s strategic decision to pursue transformative policies: first, junta leaders’ desire to maintain power and avoid sudden regime change; second, socialization into ASEAN norms; and third, the desire to reduce China’s political and economic influence over Myanmar. We base our research on numerous interviews with key informants in or engaged with Myanmar, as well as on primary documents. We find that while multiple factors motivated Myanmar’s strategic decision, the most important driver was concern about China’s growing influence.

To frame the analysis, the next section defines pariah states and what it means to make a strategic decision to pursue transformative policies and exit pariahdom. We then briefly outline our interview methodology before discussing the timing of Myanmar’s transformative reforms. Subsequent sections review theoretical bases and empirical support for each of the three competing explanations. In the conclusion, we summarize our findings and discuss possible implications for other pariah states and for Myanmar’s political future.

---


9 We do not dismiss other explanations out of hand, but space considerations limit our analysis to these three, which are plausible and often debated in academic and policy communities.
Definitions and Methodology

Pariah states are states that have been ostracized by significant portions of the international community for violating international norms. They tend to suffer diplomatic isolation, restrict cross-border movement, and persistently violate norms despite economic sanctions or shaming by other states, international organizations, and transnational civil society. Common examples include apartheid-era South Africa, Afghanistan under the Taliban, and present-day North Korea. A strategic decision is a commitment to a plan for achieving long-term national objectives, responding to the interaction of domestic and international actors and conditions. A strategic decision to adopt transformative policies is thus a deliberate choice by pariah state leaders to abandon norm-violating behaviour by substantially adjusting the government’s goals, methods, or even the regime itself. Transformative policies are planned, sustained, comprehensive, and therefore costly for leaders to implement or reverse.

Strategic decisions differ from tactical concessions intended to deflect international criticism or elicit concessions from the international community at minimal cost. Tactical concessions tend to be reversible, narrow in scope, enacted in piecemeal fashion, and undertaken with the expectation of immediate rewards. Tactical concessions and strategic decisions are not mutually exclusive, and strategic decisions are not necessarily irreversible, but they are more than tipping points in that leaders make a deliberate decision to implement reform and opening. Strategic decisions are not inevitable—we are interested in what motivates actors to undertake such decisions—but they can be over-determined. In the words of two interviewees: “nothing seemed to work [to motivate Myanmar’s reform and opening] until everything worked,” and “while an unsuccessful policy becomes an orphan, a successful policy has no shortage of purported parents.”


13 Author conversations with Myanmar experts in the think tank community in Washington, DC, December 2015.
Empirical evidence regarding Myanmar’s strategic decision to reform was collected via government statements, Burmese and other media sources, the secondary literature on Myanmar, and in-person semi-structured interviews conducted by the authors. We met over 25 key informants in Yangon and Naypyidaw in June 2014 and November 2015, plus a dozen key informants based in or visiting Seoul and Washington, DC, in 2014 and 2015. Interviewees included former and current Myanmar policy makers with both pro-military and pro-opposition sympathies; uniformed and non-uniformed military officials; academic and think-tank researchers; members of civil society organizations, including former political prisoners; Myanmar-based international NGO and foreign embassy staff; and journalists. Interviewees were contacted by e-mail, some without prior introduction and others via professional referrals. Due to the politically sensitive nature of our questions, interlocutors met us on the understanding that we would obscure their identities. We asked interlocutors to describe the timing and manner of the strategic decision to pursue reforms, and to assess the relative importance of different factors in shaping the decision. We then compared that testimony with evidence from documentary and secondary sources regarding timing, process, and political context.

We acknowledge that pinpointing a strategic decision with relative certainty requires access to the thinking of Myanmar’s top leaders, much of which remains opaque, both because of the leaders’ unwillingness to speak openly about their decision making and because of the unavailability of internal documents that might illuminate those processes. Until such information becomes available, we must rely on the testimony of individuals with deep knowledge of Myanmar’s political developments and on other primary and secondary sources to make an informed first cut at explaining the strategic decision to reform and open.

Myanmar as a Pariah State and the Strategic Decision to Reform

Although Myanmar’s international reputation was entwined with the corrosive leadership of General Ne Win, who essentially ruled the country between 1962 and 1988, Myanmar’s pariah status was most closely linked to the SLORC’s seizure of power in September 1988 after widespread protests prompted Ne Win’s resignation. The military (Tatmadaw) violently suppressed political opposition and in July 1989 placed NLD General Secretary and co-founder Aung San Suu Kyi under house arrest, where she remained intermittently for fifteen of the next twenty-one years. The junta initially insisted it had no intention of clinging to power and would hold elections and accept a transition to civilian government. Its position gradually shifted, however, and in early 1990 it declared that a new constitution needed to be drafted and approved by a national referendum before an elected government could take power. In May 1990, the SLORC held elections for
a “People’s Assembly,” allowing the NLD and other parties to run. To the junta’s surprise, the NLD won 392 of 485 seats. Backed by international support, the NLD insisted that the SLORC transfer power immediately and allow elected representatives to form a government. The SLORC refused and in October 1990 effectively annulled the election and suppressed the NLD, arresting leaders or forcing them into exile.14 This prompted international condemnation and sanctions by the United States and European countries, including trade and investment restrictions, arms embargoes, and travel bans on SLORC officials and their families.

Between 1993 and 1996, the SLORC sporadically convened and tightly stage-managed a new National Convention, passing provisions disqualifying Aung San Suu Kyi from the presidency and ensuring a leading role for the Tatmadaw in a future elected government.15 In November 1995, NLD delegates walked out of the convention in protest. The Convention Commission subsequently expelled them and on March 31, 1996, the SLORC adjourned the convention indefinitely, stalling political reform. Though the junta released Aung San Suu Kyi from house arrest in July 1995, it restricted her activity and over the next several years weakened the NLD, arresting hundreds of senior members, closing down NLD offices, and forcing thousands of ordinary NLD members to resign.16

In September 2000, the junta placed Aung San Suu Kyi under house arrest again after she attempted to travel for political meetings. Following months of secret talks between Aung San Suu Kyi and the SPDC, brokered by Tan Sri Razali Ismail, the UN secretary-general’s special envoy, the junta released Aung San Suu Kyi again in May 2002 and allowed her to move about the country. Yet, the reconciliation process stalled and in May 2003, Aung San Suu Kyi and her entourage were attacked by pro-junta forces near the town of Depayin, resulting in the death or injury of dozens of NLD supporters.17 Aung San Suu Kyi herself was arrested and incarcerated in Insein Prison before being returned to house arrest in September.

In August 2003, following a reshuffle of the junta’s top positions, newly appointed Prime Minister Khin Nyunt announced the seven-step “Roadmap to Discipline-Flourishing Democracy,” according to which Myanmar would draft a new constitution, hold legislative elections, and transition to a “modern, democratic and developed nation.” In May 2004, the junta reconvened the National Convention, though again, it tightly controlled the process and excluded the NLD and ethnic insurgents (except ethnic minority groups who had agreed to ceasefires with the government). Despite the October 2004 purge of Khin Nyunt, then-Secretary-1 Thein Sein affirmed that the roadmap was the policy of the entire SPDC, which would continue to implement it. In September 2007, the convention completed its work and in May 2008, the Constitution was approved by national referendum. However, the referendum’s legitimacy was tarnished by allegations of coerced voting, as well as its timing—just one week after Cyclone Nargis, the worst natural disaster in Myanmar’s recorded history. In November 2010, the government held national parliamentary elections. Though generally not considered fair or free, the elections marked a turning point when the junta began to relinquish power. The military-backed USDP won majorities in both parliamentary houses. On January 31, 2011, the parliament convened for the first time in 22 years.

The junta’s deliberate moves to implement the roadmap and welcome a nominally civilian government point to a strategic decision by the November 2010 elections. This timeframe is supported by officials in Myanmar’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) and informed academics in Yangon. As described

---

18 The seven steps were: 1) reconvening the National Convention; 2) step-by-step implementation of a “genuine and disciplined democratic system”; 3) drafting a new constitution based on the principles established by the National Convention; 4) adopting the constitution via a national referendum; 5) free and fair legislative elections; 6) convening the legislative bodies; and 7) building a modern, developed, and democratic nation. “Adjourned National Convention to Be Reconvened; New Constitution Will Be Drafted,” The New Light of Myanmar, 30 August 2003. http://www.ibiblio.org/obl/docs/Roadmap-KN.htm.


24 Interviews with Myanmar academics and former Myanmar diplomats, Yangon, Myanmar, November 2015. We acknowledge that the strategic decision concept simplifies reality. Myanmar’s leaders did not necessarily make a single momentous decision to adopt reforms, but evidence strongly suggests that reforms were planned but considered reversible up to a certain point. Top leaders made a strategic decision to go past this point.
above, the junta interrupted and reversed its tentative steps toward democratization in 1990 and 1996. From the issuance of the roadmap in August 2003 up to 2010, reforms exhibited a “two steps forward, one and a half back” pattern. However, on November 13, 2010, Aung San Suu Kyi was released from house arrest, less than one week after the parliamentary elections. On March 30, 2011, Than Shwe dissolved the junta and a nominally civilian government initiated transformative policies. The following sections examine the extent to which leadership concerns for regime maintenance, international reputation, and geopolitical independence motivated Myanmar’s strategic decision to reform and open.

**Regime Change Fears and the Strategic Decision**

Did Myanmar’s leaders initiate reforms to avoid sudden regime change? This hypothesis derives from observations on the nature of military-led autocracies. Such regimes tend to prioritize the military’s institutional unity and welfare—including access to sufficient resources and autonomy from civilian leadership—and cling to power less tightly than personalist cliques or dominant-party authoritarian regimes. For professional militaries, strong norms of discipline and order correspond with deep concerns for political stability and fears that factionalism could divide the armed forces and possibly incite civil war.

In contemplating retreat from direct rule, military regimes enjoy an advantage over personalist dictatorships in that they can remain professional soldiers under a successor regime. Since it can launch a future coup, the military can extract guarantees that it will not be punished for actions it committed while in power. Consequently, between 1946 and 2004, 58 percent of military regimes succeeded by democracies and 49 percent of those succeeded by dictatorships ended without punishment of military leaders, compared with only 35 percent of personalist dictatorships succeeded by democracy and 32 percent succeeded by another dictatorship.

Like other authoritarian regimes, a military regime can safeguard its privileges by establishing an authoritarian support party. By distributing rents to loyal party members and withholding them from non-members, the

---


party can co-opt political opposition, cultivate broader support, regularize succession, and protect its long-term interests. Studies of military regime transitions support this narrative. Most military regimes have lasted less than a decade, on average, and have ended peacefully. Between 1946 and 2010, only 43 percent of military regimes ended in insurgency, popular uprising, or invasion, compared with 64 percent of dominant-party regimes and over 90 percent of personalist dictatorships.

Some evidence suggests that Myanmar pursued democratic reforms because its leaders feared regime change, partly owing to the United States’ perennial calls for the SPDC to respect the results of the 1990 elections (and thus relinquish their rule), regular military exercises with Thailand, and support for Burmese dissidents. One former Burmese diplomat observed that junta leaders worried about the Arab Spring and wanted to ensure a stable transition to power, supporting claims by other observers. However, when the Arab Spring began in December 2010, Myanmar had already completed its first legislative elections toward civilian government, so protests in the Middle East and Northern Africa could not have been decisive in shaping the strategic decision to pursue reform. Selth argues that Myanmar’s generals feared armed intervention by the US, its allies, or even the UN, as well as violence by ethnic militias and dissidents allegedly receiving international support. When Cyclone Nargis struck in May 2008, causing some 140,000 fatalities and US$10 billion in damage, Myanmar’s leadership initially refused foreign relief personnel, apparently fearing they would demonstrate the regime’s weakness and encourage unrest ahead of the pending constitutional referendum.


30 Geddes, “What Do We Know,” 131–133.


33 Interview with former Myanmar diplomat, Yangon, November 2015.


However, there are reasons to believe that the junta actually had less fear of sudden regime change over time. First, the military remained relatively disciplined and unified, with institutions in place to ensure that even members who disagreed with the top leadership had strong incentives to avoid conflict. The death of Secretary-2 Lt. Gen. Tin Oo in a February 2001 helicopter crash, the removals of Secretary-3 Lt. Gen. Win Myint and Deputy Prime Minister and Military Affairs Minister Lt. Gen. Tin Hla in November 2001 on corruption charges, and the subsequent elimination of their positions helped concentrate political power in Than Shwe, SPDC Vice-Chairman Maung Aye and Secretary-1 Khin Nyunt. The 2004 purge of Khin Nyunt and his powerful military intelligence organization further strengthened Than Shwe’s position. Though rivalry between Maung Aye and Than Shwe continued, it did not approach mutiny. Than Shwe’s maneuvers allowed him to remain in control of the SPDC, regional commands, and ministries.

Second, the SLORC/SPDC significantly consolidated its power relative to the NLD. Years of repression left the NLD fragmented and unable to threaten the regime. During the “Saffron Revolution” in August and September 2007, tens of thousands of citizens demonstrated against the regime’s sudden removal of fuel subsidies in the most significant protests since the 1990 elections. Yet, the protests occurred after the National Convention had completed its work and did not seem to accelerate the pace of reform. The junta responded with initial restraint but then quickly suppressed the protests within three days.

Third, the junta dramatically strengthened its power over ethnic militias. Purchases of Chinese military hardware and the expansion of military personnel from 180,000 in 1988 to nearly 400,000 by the mid-1990s boosted coercive capabilities and enabled a series of successful offensives. The regime also pursued ceasefires with several ethnic militias, allowing them to keep their territory and weapons while offering them food, development aid, and joint ventures in resource extraction. Elites engaged in criminal enterprises from drug cultivation to smuggling could launder money by
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investing in state-owned enterprises after paying a 25 percent tax to the government. Though only partly successful, this allowed the regime to concentrate on the most intransigent militia groups while depriving them of allies. By 2007, only three major ethnic militias—the Karen National Union, the Shan State Army-South, and the Karenni National Progressive Party—along with seven smaller groups, continued to fight against the regime, down from over fifteen in early 1989, when the first ceasefires were signed.

Fourth, despite pervasive corruption, deteriorating infrastructure, and the damaging effects of sanctions, economic conditions did not appear to cause the SLORC/SPDC to fear regime change. Growing trade with China, Thailand, India, and Singapore mitigated the effects of international sanctions. China and Thailand provided Myanmar with the lion’s share of its foreign direct investment. Between April 1989 and July 2011, Thailand won approval to invest US$10.37 billion in Myanmar (29.4 percent of total approved FDI). China won approval to invest US$9.6 billion (27.2 percent of total approved FDI). Additionally, the SLORC/SPDC maintained control over capital-intensive and tradable industries like natural gas, petroleum, gemstones, fisheries, and hardwoods, hindering the rise of an independent commercial class and fostering cronyism. International sanctions limited foreign investment, but this indirectly amplified the junta’s ability to wield political power via its control over capital.

While sudden regime change may not have topped the junta’s worries during the roadmap’s first stages, it is clear that Myanmar’s leaders deeply considered their post-exit fates. Junta leaders annulled the 1990 election partly because they feared that an NLD government might try them for crimes committed during their tenure. The 2008 Constitution contains provisions to guarantee the military’s privileges and avoid prosecution. Constitutional amendments require approval by over 75 percent of both

44 Zaw Oo and Win Min, Assessing Burma’s Ceasefire Accords (Washington, DC: East-West Center Washington, 2007), 11–13. For a complete list of armed ethnic groups, see http://mmpeacemonitor.org/stakeholders/armed-ethnic-groups.
46 Jared Bissinger, “Foreign Investment in Myanmar: A Resource Boom but a Development Bust?” Contemporary Southeast Asia 34, no. 1 (2012): 34–37. Figures exclude Chinese investments funnelled through tax havens such as the British Cayman Islands and Hong Kong, as well as large amounts of informal investment.
48 Jones, Societies Under Siege, 110–111.
50 “All policy guidelines, laws, rules, regulations, notifications and declarations” made by the SLORC/SPDC would devolve to the new government and “[n]o proceeding shall be instituted against the said Councils or any member thereof or any member of the Government, in respect of any act done in the execution of their respective duties.” Constitution of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar (2008), Art. 445.
parliamentary houses, but since the Tatmadaw nominates 25 percent of each house’s representatives, it can block constitutional changes that might harm its interests.\textsuperscript{51} The construction of the new capital city of Naypyidaw deep within Myanmar’s interior can be seen as a means of protecting the regime from both external attack and internal uprisings. Since the military seemed to be getting stronger, not weaker, relative to such threats, fears of post-exit punishment cannot alone explain the strategic decision to pursue transformative policies.

**ASEAN Socialization and the Strategic Decision to Reform**

To what extent was Myanmar’s strategic decision motivated by its international reputational concerns and socialization into ASEAN’s norms? Pariah status can limit access to international trade and investment, security partners, international institutions, prestige, and influence. Moreover, pariah status can engender nationalist reactions of shame and embarrassment, resentment toward states and non-state actors that enforce pariah status, and cognitive dissonance between national pride and a lack of acceptance by the international community.\textsuperscript{52} By this logic, leaders will seek to remove pariah status not only to regain the tangible benefits of being in “good standing,” but also to reconcile their international status with their self-image.\textsuperscript{53}

Myanmar’s leaders recognized that their country, once one of Southeast Asia’s most developed countries, had become one of its poorest. Burma’s designation by the UN as a Least Developed Country in December 1987—which the leadership had lobbied for without the public’s knowledge—was regarded by Burmese people as a national humiliation and contributed to the pro-democracy protests in 1988.\textsuperscript{54} Myanmar’s 1997 admission to ASEAN afforded the junta greater external legitimacy, improved communication with its Southeast Asian neighbours, and provided reputational incentives to amend its political behaviour: ASEAN’s norms of non-interference in


member states’ domestic affairs offered Myanmar’s leaders some assurance that they would not be subject to excessive diplomatic pressure. Though ASEAN elites worried that admitting Myanmar despite its conspicuous human rights violations risked international criticism of ASEAN, they ultimately did so in the interests of expanding the ASEAN community to all of the Indochinese states and tapping Myanmar’s economic potential.55

Interviewees in Yangon and Naypyidaw were nearly unanimous in stating that ASEAN did not play a significant role in motivating the strategic decision to reform. A former senior diplomat said that joining ASEAN was a milestone for Myanmar, which had been seeking to reduce its international isolation since the early 1990s. However, he insisted that while ASEAN could assist Myanmar’s government, it had almost no ability to affect the military leaders’ thinking. “China,” he said, “was more important to us because it was a close neighbor and [could] make trouble.”56 A Burmese academic who had worked with Myanmar’s government agreed that ASEAN provided the military government with support and international recognition, but that political coordination between Myanmar and ASEAN was limited.57

Under ASEAN’s “constructive engagement” between 1990 and 1997, businesses boosted investment in Myanmar while ASEAN leaders attempted to use quiet diplomacy to foster political liberalization. Thai Foreign Minister Surin Pitsuwan’s 1998 proposal for “flexible engagement,” which would have allowed open discussion in ASEAN of domestic issues with regional implications, was rejected by other member states as potentially dangerous to ASEAN unity.58 Myanmar also proved unresponsive to “enhanced interaction,” whereby ASEAN member states could individually comment on Myanmar’s politics while refraining from collective positions under the ASEAN banner. Following the May 2003 Depayin Incident and Aung San Suu Kyi’s incarceration, and facing growing American and European criticism of ASEAN’s failure to encourage Myanmar to reform, ASEAN leaders openly called for Aung San Suu Kyi’s release and expressed support for Tan Sri Razali Ismail’s mission as UN special envoy.59

ASEAN pressure on Myanmar appeared to yield some results when the Thai-proposed five-step “roadmap” toward democratization at the July 2003 Asia-Europe Meeting was followed one month later by Myanmar’s own

56 Interview with former senior Burmese diplomat, Yangon, November 2015.
57 Interview with Burmese academic, Yangon, November 2015.
“Roadmap to Discipline-Flourishing Democracy.” However, Myanmar’s plan did not include Aung San Suu Kyi’s release or a timetable for reform as called for by ASEAN leaders. Pressure thus grew to deny Myanmar its inaugural turn as ASEAN chair in 2006, especially since the US and European countries threatened to boycott ASEAN meetings if hosted by Myanmar. Myanmar ultimately chose to skip its turn as chair to focus on its “ongoing national reconciliation and democratization process.”

Following the SPDC’s crackdown on the 2007 “Saffron Revolution,” ASEAN foreign ministers issued an uncharacteristically harsh statement through the chair, Singaporean Foreign Minister George Yeo. The statement decried the bloodshed, “demanded” that Myanmar “immediately desist” from violently suppressing demonstrators, urged Myanmar to release all political detainees, warned that Myanmar was endangering ASEAN’s reputation and credibility, and asked Myanmar to grant full access to Ibrahim Gambari, the UN secretary-general’s special envoy. When Gambari visited Myanmar, he was allowed to meet Than Shwe, Aung San Suu Kyi, and Buddhist monks, but failed to win concessions regarding political prisoners.

ASEAN’s persuasive power was more visible following Cyclone Nargis in May 2008. Myanmar had initially refused to admit foreign relief personnel or supply ships. ASEAN pressure led to the creation of the Humanitarian Task Force for the Victims of Cyclone Nargis and a Tripartite Core Group comprising representatives from Myanmar, ASEAN, and the UN to coordinate day-to-day humanitarian operations. ASEAN secured the Myanmar government’s cooperation with a logistical network for airlifting foreign relief goods from Bangkok to affected areas in Myanmar. It also helped convene an International Pledging Conference in Yangon with representatives from 51 countries, 24 UN agencies, international lending agencies, and NGOs. Ultimately, a significant international humanitarian presence operated in the country alongside government and other local aid providers, delivering 18,163 metric tons of food, daily access to treated water for 250,000 people, and emergency shelter assistance to 195,000 households.

65 Tripartite Core Group, “Post-Nargis Joint Assessment,” (2008), 37, 47.
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ASEAN thus convinced Myanmar’s leaders to permit international assistance for the Burmese people and kept Naypyidaw engaged in regional fora, but the military junta was far less amenable to pursuing domestic reforms in a manner or on a schedule advocated by ASEAN leaders. Defying ASEAN exhortations, the junta employed political repression, harshly treated the Rohingya people in Rakhine State, and insisted on holding the 2008 constitutional referendum soon after Nargis. While ASEAN had some influence on Myanmar’s reduction in norm-violating behaviour, reputational concerns and international socialization do not sufficiently explain Myanmar’s strategic decision to reform.

The China Factor in Myanmar’s Strategic Decision to Reform

Pariah states have a limited selection of potential diplomatic partners. While a militarily or economically powerful state can cope with pariah status through self-reliance or improve its reputation by contributing to international public goods, weaker pariah states lack sufficient resources. Consequently, they have incentives to cultivate relations with more powerful states willing to offer security and economic benefits despite their pariah status. Morrow notes that in asymmetric alliances, weaker states typically sacrifice autonomy for security by, for instance, offering stronger states military access, natural resources, intelligence, or favourable commercial contracts. Such trade-offs need not be limited to formal military alliances but can also include various forms of alignment.

The weaker a pariah state, the more it may rely on partners for security, but because pariah states have few choices for partners, they have less bargaining power than non-pariah states in similar positions. If dissatisfied with current partners, pariah states can seek alternative partners willing to provide similar security benefits at lower cost to their autonomy. Prospective partners must weigh the anticipated benefits of cooperation against the potential costs of aligning with a pariah. A pariah state can improve its attractiveness and lower potential partners’ audience costs by implementing transformative policies. However, this does not necessarily mean that

68 A pariah state can increase its bargaining power and retain more autonomy if it can credibly demonstrate that its insecurity would threaten the stronger state—for instance, by sending refugees across the border or creating a dangerous power vacuum. See, for instance, Scott Snyder, “North Korea’s Challenge of Regime Survival: Internal Problems and Implications for the Future,” Pacific Affairs 73, no. 4 (2000): 523.
the pariah state will discard existing partnerships, as hedging relations to maximize autonomy is a common strategy.\(^{69}\)

To what extent was Myanmar’s strategic decision influenced by its relations with China? A growing literature has examined Myanmar’s heavy reliance on China under the SLORC/SPDC but disagrees over its importance in shaping reforms. Some have argued that Myanmar’s leaders worried about overdependence on China and initiated reforms in order to dismantle sanctions and attract new diplomatic partners.\(^{70}\) Others have ascribed greater weight to internal factors. Bünte emphasizes military leaders’ desire to consolidate political control and shield themselves from prosecution for human rights violations by building formal institutions.\(^{71}\) Taylor, along with Croissant and Kamerling, rejects the China factor as a decisive motive for Myanmar’s reforms, arguing that Myanmar has consistently maintained diplomatic and trade relations with other states.\(^{72}\) Jones likewise maintains that China’s influence over Myanmar has remained relatively constant and thus cannot explain “abrupt liberalization.”\(^{73}\) Chiung-Chiu Huang argues that Myanmar and China both exercised self-restraint so as to maintain stable relations and that a post-reform Myanmar will not simply side with democratic partners.\(^{74}\)

Our research builds on this literature but finds that Myanmar’s dependence on China was crucial to the strategic decision to pursue transformative policies. China did not monopolize Myanmar’s foreign and economic relations, as Naypyidaw at times diverged from Beijing on important issues detailed below. Nevertheless, Myanmar’s leaders were deeply concerned about China’s growing economic and political influence.\(^{75}\)

Since the early 1950s, leaders in both countries have described their relations as *paukphaw* (kinfolk) relations, but bilateral ties are in reality far less sentimental. During the Cultural Revolution, Mao Zedong supported the outlawed Burmese Communist Party (BCP) in a bid to propagate socialism among ethnic Chinese in Burma. This led to major anti-Chinese riots in

---


\(^{73}\) Jones, “Explaining Myanmar’s Regime Transition,” 2.
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Rangoon in 1967, followed by massive anti-Burma demonstrations in Beijing and the downgrading of diplomatic ties. After the Cultural Revolution ended, Beijing adopted a more pragmatic foreign policy. Bilateral relations improved and were renormalized in 1971, although Beijing’s continued support for the BCP irritated Rangoon, which sought to maintain a strictly neutral position among Beijing, Washington, and Moscow. Following Sino-US normalization in 1979, Burma’s strategic importance to China declined and throughout the 1980s, the relationship remained relatively uneventful.

From 1988 onward, China and Myanmar cultivated a strategic relationship as Myanmar’s diplomatic options narrowed under the SLORC/SPDC and China incurred international sanctions for violently suppressing demonstrators in Tiananmen Square in 1989. China was the first country to officially recognize Myanmar’s new government in 1988, ceased its support for the BCP in 1990, and helped block a 1990 UN General Assembly resolution criticizing Myanmar’s human rights record. In exchange, China gained raw materials to fuel its economic growth and a potential strategic corridor to the Indian Ocean to project power and help ensure uninterrupted access to overseas oil. Meanwhile, Myanmar’s leaders saw China as a vital market, diplomatic supporter, and source of development assistance.

Sino-Myanmar trade rapidly expanded from 1988, facilitated by the October opening of the Myanmar-Yunnan border. Recorded bilateral merchandise trade reached US$767 million in 1995 and expanded to US$6.97 billion in 2012. Between 1988 and 2010, China accounted for about one-fifth of Myanmar’s total official trade, making it Myanmar’s largest trading partner. Such figures exclude the sizable border trade in narcotics, arms, and other contraband. Chinese enterprises established a major presence in Myanmar, particularly in construction and extractive industries such as logging, mining, and energy.

Interviewees in Myanmar stressed that this close relationship was born out of necessity and expressed dissatisfaction with its asymmetry. Concurring with many other informants, a MOFA official maintained that international

sanctions left Myanmar no choice but to deepen relations with China, as there was no way to “do business with higher quality partners from around the world” that would better contribute to Myanmar’s development. 82 A Burmese policy analyst argued that sanctions drove Myanmar to boost cooperation with North Korea by trading rice for weapons, corroborating accounts that Tatmadaw officers grumbled about the quality of Chinese armaments and consequently began purchasing weapons from Russia, North Korea, and Ukraine in the mid-1990s.83

Nearly all interviewees complained about the nature of bilateral economic relations. A former Burmese diplomat explained that well before the Thein Sein government came to power, Myanmar was concerned about the extent of Chinese investment. “Chinese investment projects … brought in their own labor, including unskilled labor and, it was rumored, even prisoners,” diminishing locals’ employment prospects.84 Chinese extractive and infrastructure projects, which were frequently joint ventures with companies owned by the Tatmadaw or SPDC cronies, often earned reputations for unsustainable practices and disregard for local communities.85 For example, construction of the Myitsone Dam in Kachin State by the state-owned China Power Investment Corporation and the Burmese conglomerate Asia World forcibly displaced some 2,600 villagers from their homes. Reportedly, 90 percent of the electricity to be generated was destined for Yunnan Province.86 In northeastern Shan State, numerous ethnic Wa households lost their land to government confiscation for conversion to industrial rubber plantations, mostly for Chinese firms.87

Another source of bilateral friction was China’s longstanding relations with ethnic militias—particularly the Wa and the Kokang, which have significant populations on both sides of the border between Shan State and China’s Yunnan Province. Such ties complicate Beijing’s calls for stability

82 Interview with official from Myanmar MOFA, Naypyidaw, November 2015. Absent sanctions, the World Bank might have financed large-scale infrastructure projects in Myanmar; see Jones, Societies Under Siege, 114.
84 Interview with former Burmese diplomat, Yangon, November 2015.
and national reconciliation in Myanmar because some Chinese actors opposed the Tatmadaw’s efforts to neutralize the militias. This was underscored by the August 2009 crackdown by Tatmadaw troops on the Myanmar National Democratic Alliance Army (MNDAA), the main Kokang militia. Over 30,000 Chinese and Kokang refugees, as well as deadly violence, spilled across the border into Yunnan. Beijing rebuked Naypyidaw, urging it to “maintain stability in the China-Myanmar border region” and “protect the safety and legal rights of Chinese citizens in Myanmar.”

Burmese interviewees expressed deep concern about China’s relations with ethnic militias. One interviewee said it was “common knowledge” that China was providing arms to the Kachin, Wa, and Shan militias. Observers have claimed that China unofficially supplied weapons and training to the largest of the ethnic militias, the United Wa State Army (UWSA), noting the UWSA’s unusually sophisticated arsenal, including heavy machine guns, artillery, and Chinese-made surface-to-air missiles. Some Chinese observers have even suggested that Beijing could use the UWSA and other ethnic militias as leverage to ensure that Myanmar continues to protect Chinese interests. A former Burmese diplomat said that the military government believed it had erred in 1989 when Khin Nyunt brokered a ceasefire granting the Wa extensive autonomy, making it “practically a foreign country.” China, he said, used the Wa to make “trouble” in Myanmar when it suited their interests. Consequently, he added, Myanmar’s government adopted a much harder line toward the Kokang, which sought similar privileges. “China will not allow us to take control of the Wa again. With the Kokang we are taking full control. We don’t want it to become another Wa.” He warned that excessively close relations with China could lead Myanmar to become a “vassal state … another Tibet.”

A near consensus emerged in our interviews that Burmese leaders’ concerns about economic reliance on China and Chinese political influence in the country reached new heights ahead of the strategic decision to reform

---

90 Interview with former political prisoner and pro-democracy activist, Yangon, November 2015.
93 Interview with former Burmese diplomat, Yangon, November 2015.
94 Interview with former Burmese diplomat, Yangon, November 2015.
in 2010. Meanwhile, the possibility of improved relations with the US presented an opportunity to ameliorate sanctions and diversify Myanmar’s diplomatic portfolio. The Obama Administration’s February 2009 announcement that it would review its policy toward Myanmar offered a window for détente, while the US “pivot/rebalance” to Asia policy made this more credible. Once the November 2010 elections initiated a transition to a civilian government that would respect the Tatmadaw’s interests, Myanmar’s leaders could release Aung San Suu Kyi and launch other reforms signalling their intention to abandon past norm violations and seek expanded international relations. Aung San Suu Kyi’s endorsement of the reforms was especially important to the US and its allies as it gave them the political cover they needed to engage Myanmar’s government.

It is instructive to observe where Myanmar’s new civilian government immediately focused its attention in 2011. By suspending construction of the Myitsone Dam, it demonstrated a willingness to respond to domestic calls to reduce overreliance on China. By granting amnesty to thousands of prisoners (including hundreds of political prisoners), legalizing labour unions, and allowing Aung San Suu Kyi and the NLD to run for parliament, it attracted international engagement by new partners. Myanmar was subsequently invited to assume its turn as ASEAN chair, US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton made an official visit in December 2011, and following the NLD’s victory in the April 2012 parliamentary by-elections, the EU and the US eased sanctions. Myanmar has since hosted numerous dignitaries, including two visits by US President Barack Obama, and is welcoming ever more international investment, technology, and capacity-building assistance. China, for its part, announced new corporate social responsibility guidelines for Chinese firms operating in Myanmar in July 2013, aimed at ensuring benefits for local communities. All of these developments are consistent with a strategic decision by Myanmar’s leaders to reform for the sake of diversifying foreign and economic relations.

---

96 Based on interviews with US officials, the prospect of improved US-Myanmar relations was a permissive but not motivating condition for the strategic decision by Myanmar’s leaders. Both sides had been exploring options for some time, and Burmese officials apparently confided their concerns about China.
Conclusion

While further analysis of Myanmar’s strategic decision awaits access to top leaders and their documents, it is useful to weigh existing explanations for the country’s reform and opening as many academics and policy makers seek to understand Myanmar’s transition in real-time. The present study suggests that while the SPDC wished to protect its power, concerns about regime change were not the main driver of reform. The leadership managed to tighten its control over internal factions, weaken ethnic minority militias, and contain the democratic opposition, all as the military’s capabilities grew stronger.

Although the junta resented Myanmar’s pariah status and sought to mitigate it through ASEAN membership, ASEAN’s overtures largely failed to persuade Myanmar to improve its human rights practices, including the treatment of Muslim minorities such as the Rohingya. Relinquishing the ASEAN chair in 2006 indicates that Myanmar’s leaders recognized the value of relations with Southeast Asian neighbours. However, the crackdown on the 2007 “Saffron Revolution” and insistence on holding the constitutional referendum in 2008 despite the devastation of Cyclone Nargis demonstrate that ASEAN’s ability to shape Myanmar’s domestic policies was limited.

Myanmar’s increasing dependence on China up to 2010 offers the most compelling explanation for its strategic decision to pursue reform and opening. Not only did concerns about Beijing’s influence directly affect the strategic decision, the China factor was also in some ways analytically prior to the regime security and ASEAN socialization arguments. The SLORC/SPDC considered it necessary to deal with China’s political-economic penetration into Myanmar and related anti-China sentiments for the sake of domestic stability. Myanmar’s leaders also valued ASEAN’s role in building regional ties for purposes of hedging relations with China. Although Beijing helped blunt the effects of international sanctions on Myanmar and shielded it from criticism over its human rights record, the price of that support was such extensive Chinese access to Myanmar’s economy and politics that Myanmar’s leaders perceived a threat to national sovereignty.

Chinese exploitation of Myanmar’s natural resources bred resentment among ethnic minorities at a time when the SPDC was pursuing ceasefires with many of those groups. The pervasive belief that China was assisting militias like the UWSA and the MNDAA reinforced official concerns about Myanmar’s ability to safeguard its sovereignty. By reducing reliance on China, Myanmar’s leaders could advance both domestic stability and international security: the former by gaining public approval, boosting national pride, and renewing negotiations with ethnic minority groups; the latter by diversifying Myanmar’s diplomatic and trade partners and reinforcing its independent foreign policy. Relief from international sanctions was an important expected benefit of reform, but the regime’s
strategic decision was precipitated by the geopolitical realities of a rising China that was extending its reach deeper into Myanmar than its leaders could tolerate.

Persuading pariah states is difficult; such regimes are intensely focused on maintaining their power. However, reliance on a more powerful neighbour can create unacceptable autonomy costs, motivating reforms for the sake of strategic realignment. This finding calls for further research on pariah states to investigate whether other cases of reliance, such as that of North Korea on China, follow a similar pattern. Finally, the strength of the geopolitical explanation suggests that Myanmar’s reforms are unlikely to proceed as far or as fast as the NLD and international supporters of democratization would prefer. Once the military leadership sees that reliance on China has been reduced to a more acceptable level, their enthusiasm for reform may wane. Myanmar’s new partners should thus remain engaged and vigilant if they wish Myanmar to remain a successful case of political reform and opening.
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